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Introduction

For Britain to succeed in the 21st Century, we must earn our way in the world and win the race to the top, 
with a high skill, high wage economy. We can only build such an economy with all of Britain’s young people 
playing their part in making it happen. 

Today, we have an education system that fails the ‘forgotten 50 per cent’ who do not go to university, and 
a politics that allows poor standards to continue in some schools. The Government has narrowly focused on 
what schools are called, rather than how they teach. Putting that right is the central task for the next Labour 
Government. That is why we will transform vocational routes for the 50 per cent who do not go to university, 
with gold standard qualifications, and a step change in the number and quality of apprenticeships. It is why 
we will prioritise what matters most in our schools; driving up standards with a relentless focus on the 
quality of teaching. It is only through achieving this vision that we will build on the success of the last Labour 
Government and allow all young people to play their part in a One Nation society and economy. 

Britain cannot succeed with an education system that only works for half the country. But that is where 
we are today, and the current Government has taken us backwards. Over the last four years, the quality of 
apprenticeships has been watered down and the Government has made no attempt to provide a rigorous 
vocational route for the forgotten 50 per cent. There are nearly one million young people unemployed,  
unable to play their part in renewing Britain. The next Labour Government will transform routes for young 
people who do not go to university. The next Labour Government will offer young people a gold standard 
qualification at 18 to aim at, and there will be many more high quality apprenticeships, including thousands 
tied to the awarding of government procurement contracts. 

Labour understands that improving the quality of teaching, and not an obsessive focus on types of school, 
is the most important mechanism to drive up education standards for all children and young people. Yet the 
current Government’s top down approach to education has lost sight of the most important consideration for 
driving standards forward: the people in our schools and classrooms across the country. They have put high 
standards for all at risk, allowing unqualified teachers to teach in our schools and colleges on a permanent 
basis. One Nation Labour will end this Government’s downgrading of teaching, and give parents the peace of 
mind that comes from knowing teachers in every classroom are trained professionals.

This Government has been content to change the structure of schools and then allow them to ‘sink or swim’, 
with centralisation in Whitehall leaving no local oversight of standards. In a One Nation education system, 
parents and local communities will have a greater say in the school systems that serve them, with local 
support on hand to drive up standards and local oversight to ensure underperformance is identified and 
challenged early. 

If we are to build a country where everyone can play their part, the next Labour Government will need to 
back hardworking families who, too often, cannot get the childcare they need to balance work and family 
life during the cost of living crisis. Childcare costs are rising, and fewer places are available. Yet whilst 
parents struggle to afford to work and pay for childcare, the current Government has prioritised a tax cut 
for millionaires and reduced the childcare support available for families. We know many parents would 
like to work, but childcare makes it unaffordable. Making that choice a reality is why supporting families 
with childcare is a priority for Labour, and why we will tackle the issues that are putting family life under 
increasing pressure.

This is a draft consultation paper and does not represent official Labour Party Policy
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High standards for all in schools and colleges

One of our biggest failures as a country is an education system that does not deliver for all children and 
young people. Too many young people end their education without the skills, knowledge and attributes 
needed to be successful in a modern, competitive world. This is wasting talent, limiting life chances and 
holding Britain back.

Labour understands that it is both an economic and moral imperative that we address Britain’s narrow 
education system. For every young person to be able to play their part, we need to deliver a gold standard 
education for all. This will mean a relentless focus on driving up standards across all schools. It will mean 
ensuring all teachers are qualified or seeking to become so, have ambitious standards and promote high 
expectations for every child. It will mean offering a clear, high quality route for young people not choosing 
university. Through a gold standard education for all, Labour will ensure that we earn our way out of the cost 
of living crisis and that Britain’s future success is made by the many, rather than relying on a privileged few.

“Create a first-class inclusive education system fit for the 21st century to meet the needs and aspirations of 
all students equally.” Cllr. Craig Collingswood, Wolverhampton SW CLP

Focusing on teacher quality

The importance of teacher quality in our schools and colleges cannot be understated. It is clear from the 
highest performing school systems around the world that the quality of teaching and the status of the 
profession hold the key to success. In government, Labour successfully improved the quality of teaching in 
England, leading Ofsted to hail the workforce as the best generation of teachers ever.

However, as Ofsted has stated, we need to build on these foundations to ensure that there is excellent 
teaching in every classroom, because when teaching is not up to standard, young people lose out. Studies 
have shown that students with high performing teachers will progress three times as fast as those with 
low performing teachers. Despite the clear importance of teaching, this Government has downgraded the 
profession, allowing unqualified teachers to be permanently employed in schools and colleges. This is 
undermining the status and quality of teaching, and putting standards at risk. 

“The last 3 years has seen an unprecedented attack on the teaching profession.”  
Susan Bale, Suffolk Coastal CLP

Under this Government, with the removal of the requirement for teachers to hold Qualified Teacher Status 
(QTS), England now has some of the lowest requirements for teacher qualifications in the world and there 
are 6000 fewer teachers than in 2010. The next Labour Government’s task is to ‘re-professionalise’ teaching. 
Firstly, Labour will ensure all teachers in state funded schools have, or are working towards, a teaching 
qualification. This guarantee is the least parents expect from their child’s school. 

Secondly, Labour will go further to ensure that all teachers have the opportunity to build their skills once in 
the profession so they remain up to date with the subject and pedagogical skills and knowledge they need to 
deliver a world-class education. Just as in many other high-status professions such as medicine or law, under 
Labour teachers will be expected to undertake regular professional development, linked to revalidation on a 
rolling basis. 
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Alongside high quality professional development, teachers need more opportunities to progress in their 
careers. Currently, great teachers are often encouraged out of the classroom and into administrative 
leadership positions. We believe we should also offer opportunities to teachers who want to progress by 
building their expertise in a particular subject or teaching practice. 

Labour recognises that all school staff, as well as school governors, play a vital role in ensuring young people 
get the best possible education. High quality teachers, teaching assistants and learning mentors, alongside 
the wider team of school staff, work hard to ensure there are high standards for all in their school.

Transforming vocational education and skills 

Labour understands that for Britain to thrive, every young person needs to be able to play their part. Failure 
to utilise the talents of all young people puts a cap on aspiration, and holds back businesses that cannot find 
the skills they need to succeed.

The current Government has neglected vocational education, viewing it as the second class option for 
young people, who are not being offered a clear, gold standard vocational route through school and college. 
This is resulting in wasted talent, limitation on life chances and contributing to the current crisis in youth 
unemployment.

Transforming vocational education is paramount to delivering Labour’s vision for the forgotten 50 per cent of 
young people. Alongside high quality academic choices for young people, Labour recognises that transforming 
vocational education will promote social mobility and deliver the skilled workforce needed for a better, 
stronger economy. This is why Labour will ensure that all young people continue English and maths to 18, and 
why we will introduce a new gold standard Technical Baccalaureate for young people, acting as a stepping 
stone into an apprenticeship, further study or skilled work. The Tech Bacc will be accredited by business and 
include a high quality vocational qualification, work experience, and English and maths.

Labour would give colleges a central role in delivering our vision for the forgotten 50 per cent of young 
people. We will transform those colleges with top quality teaching, strong employer links, and high standards 
in English and maths into new specialist Institutes of Technical Education. These Institutes will be licensed to 
deliver Labour’s Tech Bacc, driving up standards of vocational education in England. 

“If we want to see an increase in manufacturing work in the UK and increase the economy we need to get 
young people learning different types of skills. Vocational education and apprenticeships are the key to this. 
However in order to achieve this goal we need to highlight that employers do value this form of education 
and that young people will be able to get decent work with these qualifications.” YMCA

Labour also believes that we need high quality independent careers advice in schools and colleges, to help 
all young people make the right choices. Good careers advice helps to ensure students are given quality 
information and guidance on academic and vocational qualifications, and apprenticeships, so they can pursue 
the paths that are right for them.
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Ensuring strong local support and oversight of schools

The current Government’s obsessive focus on school structures has created a fragmented schools system, 
which lacks the rigorous local accountability that is crucial to driving up standards. Today, thousands of 
schools are accountable only to the Secretary of State, meaning underperformance and mismanagement 
are not spotted and challenged early enough. There is no strategy for school collaboration, with the 
Government leaving schools to operate as islands rather than incentivising effective partnerships. Through 
the Government’s flawed Free Schools programme, situations have emerged where inadequate teaching, 
allegations of discrimination, and financial mismanagement have gone unnoticed and unchallenged for too 
long because there is no local oversight. 

Labour understands that no one cares more about a school than the community it serves. That is why a One 
Nation education system will deliver a radical devolution of power from Whitehall. Labour will empower local 
communities to have a greater say about education in their area, rather than continue the top-down control 
approach to schools demonstrated by the current Government.

We will also put an end to the fragmented, divisive school system created by this Government. We will ensure 
that every school can excel and every child is given a great education. International evidence suggests that 
high performing education systems combine high levels of school freedoms with strong local accountability. 
Labour will extend to all schools the freedoms academies can use to innovate and raise standards, such as 
freedom over the curriculum, trusting teachers in all schools to get on with the job. With these freedoms 
must come local oversight, to ensure standards stay high in every school. Labour will ensure there is real local 
accountability for all schools, giving parents confidence that all schools in their area are being supported and 
challenged to offer excellent education to children.

“Democratic accountability should be all encompassing, coherent and consistent for all schools.”  
Gary Ransford, Bolsover CLP

We know that central to raising standards is schools collaborating with each other to offer support and share 
best practice and expertise. Successful school improvement programmes, such as London Challenge, have 
shown what can be achieved when schools work together. In a One Nation schools system there will be a 
greater focus on ensuring all schools, regardless of type, collaborate to meet the needs of the children and 
parents that they serve. It will be a requirement for all schools to partner with weaker schools as a condition 
for attaining an ‘outstanding’ rating by Ofsted.

To ensure standards are high and public money is spent efficiently, the next Labour Government will not 
continue with the Government’s Free Schools programme. Existing Free Schools and those in the pipeline will 
be allowed to continue, but will be held to the same high standard as other schools. 

Better planning for school places

There is a growing need for primary school places, with the National Audit Office reporting that 240,000 
primary places will be needed by September 2014. Yet the current Government has removed local  
decision-making on school places and is instead taking decisions on where new schools open from  
Whitehall, rather than allowing local areas to decide. They are also diverting £241 million to open Free 
Schools in areas where there are already enough school places, whilst parents elsewhere are struggling  
to get their child into a school. 
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Rather than top down control, One Nation Labour believes that communities should have a greater say in the 
schools systems that serve children and parents locally.

Providing enough good school places is a basic responsibility for any government. Yet halfway through 
this Parliament, the Government had only created a quarter of the school places needed to meet demand 
by September 2014. The crisis in school places that this Government has created has had far-reaching 
consequences and is threatening standards in schools, with rising class sizes, children travelling further 
distances to school, and temporary classrooms being built on top of playgrounds.

In the future, we need a better framework for planning school places and creating new schools, which uses 
local intelligence and harnesses the enthusiasm and talents of local people. There needs to be greater 
transparency and local accountability regarding new schools, rather than decisions being taken centrally by 
ministers in Whitehall without local input. Under Labour, local communities will have a greater say in the new 
schools opening up in their area. Labour will also ensure funding for new schools is prioritised in areas where 
there is a places shortage. 

Supporting the health and wellbeing of children through healthy schools

The impact of a child’s physical and mental health across their school life is hugely significant. Exercise, 
a healthy diet and supporting social and emotional wellbeing are paramount to ensuring children can 
concentrate fully at school. Labour made great strides in Government to support and protect the health and 
wellbeing of children, including our focus on the Every Child Matters agenda. We regret the loss of focus 
from central Government  on promoting child health and wellbeing. Under the last Labour Government, the 
successful School Sports Partnerships helped more children access good school sport provision and the 
quality of school food vastly improved, through a comprehensive set of food standards developed by experts 
and implemented across our schools. 

However, at a time when the Government should have focused on ensuring the legacy of the Olympics 
thrived, there has been no strategy for sport at school and the progress made under Labour to improve the 
health and educational outcomes of children has been undermined. Labour believes that every child should 
be given the opportunity to take part in physical exercise. We want to see primary schools work together 
to deliver high quality PE and to ensure there are qualified PE teachers in secondary schools, so children 
participate in physical education for a minimum amount of time each week. 

On taking office the current Government scrapped Labour’s plans to extend free meals for school children, 
and made the decision to exempt academies and Free Schools from food standards. Furthermore, the number 
of breakfast clubs has fallen dramatically, meaning more children are going without a proper breakfast. The 
Government has now reversed its opposition to Labour’s plans for free school meals, and has extended free 
meals to infants in primary schools - we welcome this extension. Labour also believes that all pupils should 
have access to healthy and nutritious food, and we want healthy food standards to apply to all schools. 
Supporting and protecting children’s health is discussed further in the Health and Care section of the Final 
Year Policy Consultation.
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Apprenticeships and Higher Education

For generations, governments have not given enough attention to the options available to those who do not 
plan to pursue A-Levels and university. As a result, many young people who do not choose that path have 
been lost in an education system that offers no clear route for gold standard vocational qualifications and a 
career. This is limiting life chances for young people, preventing businesses from getting the skills they need 
to succeed, and holding Britain back. 

The last Labour Government rightly expanded opportunities for many more young people to go to university, 
but there is now a clear need to transform routes for the 50 per cent who do not choose university. Building 
on the reforms planned for gold standard vocation qualifications in schools, the next Labour Government will 
also need to transform the quantity and number of apprenticeships. 

Driving up the quantity and quality of apprenticeships

Britain is falling behind other OECD countries in terms of technical skills. This is bad for business and bad for 
the economy. Many employers are struggling to find the skills they need to succeed, and young people are 
finding their options limited, and their talent going to waste. 

However, instead of ensuring we compete with our main competitors in Europe and deliver opportunities for 
all young people, the Government has downgraded apprenticeships. Low quality courses have been created 
that all too often last only for short durations, provide no training at all to apprentices, and would not be 
recognised as apprenticeships in other countries.

To tackle the recent rise in low quality apprenticeships, we need new, rigorous standards and a 
radical overhaul of the system. We will put employers in the driving seat when it comes to developing 
apprenticeships, to ensure that training meets their skills needs, ensuring the creation of more gold standard 
qualifications, trusted by both employers and young people. Labour will ensure more apprenticeships are 
focused on new entrants to the jobs market, include more off-the-job training, and last for a minimum of two 
to three years.

As well as this quality gap there are far too few apprenticeships. Our main competitor countries in Europe 
offer up to four times the number of apprenticeships offered in England. This is despite demand for 
apprenticeships in our country far outstripping supply. Labour is committed to dramatically increasing the 
number of apprenticeships. We will ask all firms that bid for major government procurement contracts to 
provide new apprenticeship opportunities for the next generation. We will also expect employers to create 
significantly more apprenticeships in exchange for giving them more control over skills funding and standards. 
Labour believes government should lead by example and that every ministerial office should have an 
apprentice.

As well as driving up the quantity and quality of apprenticeships, Labour will also make efforts to address 
the gender and ethnicity imbalance in apprenticeships, so we ensure all career opportunities are available to 
women and men, from all ethnic backgrounds. The role of apprenticeships in renewing Britain is addressed 
further in the Work and Business section of the Final Year Policy Consultation.

“The status of apprenticeships must be elevated and a new balance struck between on-the-job training and 
classroom teaching.” Daniel Brember, Weymouth Your Britain event
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Improving access to Higher Education

Under the current Government, tuition fees have trebled to £9,000 a year. This has burdened young people 
with significant debt at a time when they will want to start saving for their future. Private school pupils 
continue to get the lion’s share of places at top universities, and the Government is reducing opportunities for 
state school pupils to get into the best universities. 

In a One Nation society and economy, Britain’s future success will be made by the many. Labour’s vision 
is one of high aspiration for all, in which every young person at 18 can choose to go into higher education 
or into a high quality apprenticeship. Our vision for Britain does not include students graduating with over 
£40,000 of debt. Labour believes we need to reduce the burden on students, while ensuring that repayments 
are related more closely to ability to pay.

Labour also believes in second chances for those who could not complete their education the first time round. 
Changes to tuition fees have led to a sharp fall in university applications from part-time and mature students. 
The economic downturn is a reminder that many people need support to manage economic and labour market 
change, and it is vital that we ensure there are retraining and lifelong learning options for those who need 
them. The importance of ensuring there are opportunities for lifelong learning is also discussed in the Work 
and Business section of the Final Year Policy Consultation.

Children and Families

Today, many families facing a cost of living crisis are faced with difficult choices about how they balance 
work and family life. The choices have become harder, with rising childcare costs and poor availability of 
places. In some families, parents who want to work are being prevented from doing so because the rising 
cost of childcare makes it unaffordable. In others, both parents are forced to work all hours simply to pay for 
extortionate childcare. This is acting as a drag on our economy and limiting the choices families can make. 

We also recognise the societal and economic benefits that come from early intervention. Supporting 
vulnerable young people and preventing problems from becoming crises in the lives of children and families 
will help maximise the life chances of the individual, generate a more cohesive society in which everyone can 
play their part, and save the taxpayer money downstream.

Supporting the early years

Support in the earliest years is vital to ensuring that children from vulnerable families can enjoy a happy 
and healthy upbringing. At a time when resources are tight and there is less money available, targeted early 
intervention is essential to avoid worsening outcomes in the long term. This Government has neglected 
early intervention. Labour’s legacy of Sure Start children’s centres providing childcare, healthcare, early years 
education and family support is being dismantled, with many centres closing, and many of those that remain 
operating with reduced staff and services. 

“It is time for us to catch up with the rest of the world and to protect vulnerable children from emotional as 
well as physical harm.” Action for Children

9 
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Work done by the last Labour Government to ensure that services were joined up to identify families in 
need and share best practice is also being dismantled. Labour believes it is vital that we provide the right 
intervention as early as possible to ensure that children and parents from vulnerable families get the support 
they need. By promoting a joined up system, Labour would help improve effective early intervention.

The current Government planned to increase the number of children that nursery workers and childminders 
could look after. If implemented, these plans would seriously put at risk child safety, and would not cut costs 
to parents. Labour would not endanger the quality and safety of childcare in this way.

“Barnardo’s supports the drive for high quality early years education and childcare provision; it is the 
integration of both childcare and early years education that offers most benefits to disadvantaged children.” 
Barnardo’s

Delivering affordable and flexible high quality childcare

Day to day, parents are struggling to cope with rising childcare bills, against the backdrop of stagnant wages 
and fewer places available. For parents with school-age children, childcare can become a logistical nightmare, 
with many increasingly struggling to find decent before-and-after-school placements. With no plan to tackle 
the rising cost of childcare in this parliament, it is clear the current Government has not recognised the 
pressures that families face.

One Nation Labour understands that to earn our way out of the cost of living crisis, we need to put an end to 
childcare holding back parents from playing their part in Britain’s future success. We recognise that parents 
are struggling with both the costs and lack of availability of childcare and that children benefit from high 
quality childcare with well-trained staff. The next Labour Government will expand free childcare from 15 to 
25 hours per week for working parents of three and four year-olds. The bank levy rate will be increased to 
meet the cost of this extra childcare support, which will save parents over £1,500 per child per year.

To help give parents of primary-aged children the peace of mind that comes from knowing they can access 
childcare when they need it, Labour will also introduce a legal guarantee of access to wraparound care from 
8am to 6pm through their local school. This will benefit those families that most require childcare support and 
currently struggle to find good quality before-and-after school care for their children.

“Childcare should be easily accessible in all communities.” Slough CLP

Supporting vulnerable children

Supporting the most vulnerable children and young people through their education is a priority for a future 
Labour Government. We need to do much more to break down the link between a child’s background, and their 
attainment in education. In government, Labour made progress on narrowing the gap between disadvantaged 
children and their peers. However, more needs to be done to close the ‘education gap’. Under this Government 
the needs of disadvantaged children are not being addressed. 

We believe every school should play its part in ensuring vulnerable and ‘hard-to-place’ children are  
offered good school places. Labour would bring forward changes to the Schools Admissions Code to allow  
all schools to prioritise disadvantaged children who are eligible for the Pupil Premium, a provision that 
currently exists only for academies. We will also give local areas the powers to direct all schools to admit 
hard-to-place children.

10 
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It is vital that the next generation see genuine improvements in education provision for children with a 
disability or Special Educational Need. Labour has worked hard in opposition to amend and improve the 
Government’s Children and Families Bill. We believe that the Government should be doing more to ensure 
that the needs of all children are met, including the needs of looked after children, and that the process 
for families seeking support for their child is as simple as possible. Labour has argued for a clear local 
accountability process, so that children, young people and their parents are assured that there is not a 
postcode lottery for services.

Ensuring we have a child protection system working effectively to protect children at risk of harm and neglect 
is of course of primary importance. Key to this is the training, support and motivation of professionals working 
in child protection, and making sure that professionals in contact with children work together and share 
information, so that early indications about a child at risk are shared and acted upon. 
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